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Description Newmar Dutch Star Class A diesel motorhome 4369 highlights: Full and Half Bath
Dual-Sink Vanity Hide-A-Leaf Dinette Pull-Out Cabinet Pantry Pillowtop King Bed ?
Luxury is waiting for you in this spacious Dutch Star Class A diesel motorhome
that can comfortably sleep six each night. The full-wall slide plus two additional
slides will open up the whole unit for a more at-home feel. Relax on the hide-a-bed
sofa? or read a book on the jackknife sofa. The passenger workstation or hide-a-
leaf dinette will be the perfect place to catch up on some work while you're away
from home. Easily prepare breakfast, lunch, and dinner on the all-electric
induction cooktop, or use the convenient stainless steel convection microwave
with an air fryer feature. This model features a master suite with a pillowtop king
bed, dual wardrobes and a dresser, plus an LED TV. You will love the rear bath
cathedral ceiling that will add additional height, plus there is plenty of storage
space and two bath sinks so that you and your spouse can freshen up at once!?
Specifications shown are with the standard Freightliner tag axle chassis. See
dealer for details if optional Spartan K2 chassis is selected.? ? Luxurious
accommodations and elegant amenities are found in abundance on the Newmar
Dutch Star Class A diesel motorhome! The interior features a tile floor, decorative
wall art, hardwood raised panel doors, and MCD window shades. There are also
super-polished solid-surface countertops, six-way power cab seats with recliner
and footrest, push-to-release drawer slides in the pantry, and a passenger seat
work station. The benefits don't stop there! You'll find great convenience from the
rearview color monitor system with audio, and there is a Bluetooth microphone
for the dash radio. The roof has been prepped for a satellite dish, and the dash
radio comes with a Harman/JBL 180W sound system and subwoofer.?
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2024 Newmar DUTCH STAR 4369 $727,657
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 190-M77746
VIN Number: 4VZAU1D15RC095277
Condition: New

Item address 251 Travelers Way, 92069, San Marcos, California, United States
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